FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Venu Raghavan is the Winner of CEO of the Year Award 2018 from
Phoenix Business Journal
A Twenty-Five Year Veteran Recognized for Commitment to his Firm and the Region
Highlights:




Indecomm Digital Services CEO Venu Raghavan Wins CEO of the Year Award 2018
Indecomm is the Preferred Innovation Partner in its Client’s Digital Journey
Venu actively involved in the Arizona Technology Community

Scottsdale, AZ – May 16, 2018 – Venu Raghavan, CEO, Indecomm Digital Services, was
named a CEO of the Year by the Phoenix Business Journal for his contributions to Indecomm
and the region’s growth in technology. Indecomm Digital Services is the leading provider of
digital engineering and engagement services, including digital learning and content services.
The Valley's top tech leaders were honored Thursday for their commitment to their
companies and the region's industry at the Phoenix Business Journal's annual AZ Top Tech
Event. The event, held at the Phoenix Art Museum on May 10, 2018, recognized leaders in six
categories, including CEO and chief information officer of the year. Seventeen industry leaders
were recognized as finalists. Venu was awarded the CEO of the Year Award and was also
featured in a special section of the Phoenix Business Journal.
“It’s an honor to receive this award on behalf of the global teams at Indecomm. I am
immensely proud of the Indecomm colleagues worldwide who make this journey a memorable
one,” Raghavan said. “I am also constantly enriched by the talent and energy I find in the
Phoenix technology community.”
Venu’s achievements are impressive. He is primarily responsible for creating this
exceptional business from scratch within Indecomm. Previously, Venu was the winner of Ernst &
Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year® in 2008, in the Emerging category in Orange County/Desert
Cities.
“Congratulations to Indecomm Digital Services CEO Venu Raghavan for his honor as
CEO of the Year at our 2018 Top Tech Awards,” said Ray Schey, Market President and
Publisher, Phoenix Business Journal. “All of our finalists and winners deserve special
recognition for their work and achievements in the Valley’s rapidly growing tech industry. The
Phoenix Business Journal is proud to host this event each year.”

Venu represents IDS on the Board of Directors of the Arizona Technology Council. Venu
has a successful track record of building sustainable businesses. He is actively involved in the
Arizona Technology Community and serves on the Board of the AZ Technology Council
(www.aztechcouncil.org).

About Indecomm Digital Services, Inc.
Indecomm Digital Services, Inc. is an acknowledged leader in Digital Engineering and Digital
Learning services, providing Next-Generation software development solutions for Mobility, Big
Data and Analytics, Cloud, Machine Learning, UI/UX, IoT, and Test Automation. We specialize
in Data Governance, Digital Transformation and Disruptive Technologies, helping clients to
capitalize their potential efficiencies. Our singular focus is in providing high-tech, differentiated
services to leading technology firms. Having successfully developed and delivered over 1,000
software products, our in-house experts help 100+ marquee technology & product companies
use proven strategies, empowered by a comprehensive set of assets, diagnostic frameworks,
best practices, and development guidelines to gain time-to-market advantage and achieve
immediate ROI. Our proprietary AutomationNG, an advanced test automation suite, significantly
reduces the effort, time and cost required in building and maintaining test scripts, while our
Learning Specialists have a track record of incorporating innovation, agility, and simplicity of
instruction – helping global clients design and deploy award-winning learning and technology
solutions. For more information, visit http://dee.indecomm.net/.
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